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Activity 1: Sharing Sam’s silly photo








Watch Episode 2: Who’s Magnus? with your child at
www.thinkuknow.co.uk/8_10/watch/. You may have watched it before if
you have completed previous #OnlineSafetyAtHome activities.
Ask your child:
o What did Sam do that annoyed Megan? [He made a baby photo of
Megan public on the Popcorn Wizard’s page so everyone could see.]
o What did Megan do next? [Megan posted mean comments about Ellie
pretending to be Sam. This made Ellie upset.]
Explain that Sam should have asked for Megan’s permission before sharing
the photo. Discuss the meaning of the word permission (asking someone if
it is OK to do something). Ask your child to think of situations where they
might need to ask for permission e.g. if they want to borrow something, if
they want to hug a friend, if they want to go to a friend’s house. It is
always important to ask permission before sharing another person’s photo.
Ask your child to read the scenario on p.2 and complete the activity.

Activity 2: Making and sharing photos and videos




Alfie loves making and sharing videos about gaming online. Look at the
picture on page 3. If your child completed Activity Sheet 2 in this series,
ask if they remember what actions Alfie has taken to help him stay safe. If
not, ask your child to look at the picture and circle features which help
Alfie stay safe online. [E.g. profile picture is not a real picture, user name
does not feature his name, privacy set to friends only.]
Explain that there are safe and unsafe things that someone can do when
they are making and sharing photos videos online.

 Ask your child to read each statement on p.3 and decide if this is a safe or
unsafe thing for Alfie to do.

 Discuss their answers using p.4 to help you. Explain the importance of
asking a trusted adult before sharing photos or videos online.
About Thinkuknow
Thinkuknow is the online safety education programme from the National Crime Agency.
Once a fortnight, on Tuesdays, we will produce an activity sheet to help you support your
child while schools are partially closed.
You’ll find lots of support and advice for parents and carers on keeping your child safe online
at www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/.
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Sharing Sam’s silly photo

Alfie thinks it will be funny to share Sam’s silly photo with his friends without
asking him first.
Write a message to Alfie to tell him what you think he should do:
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Making and sharing photos
Can you remember what important steps Alfie takes to make sure he is safe
when making videos and posting them online?

Can you help Alfie to decide whether he should do these things online:

Alfie wants to…
Take a selfie in his bedroom, in front of a wall with family
photos on it, as well as a certificate with his name and
school on.
Take a silly and embarrassing photo and share it with his
friends on an app which says it will delete it once it has
been viewed.
Share a video of Selfie playing a song. He wants to share it
on Selfie’s page. Only people they know offline, like friends
at school and family, will be able to see it.
Take a photo of himself and Sam in their school uniform. He
wants to share it on an app where anyone can see it.
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Safe/unsafe

Answers
Alfie wants to…

Safe/unsafe
Unsafe

Take a selfie in his bedroom, in front of a
wall with family photos on it, as well as a
certificate with his name and school on.

If Alfie takes a photo or video, he should
make sure that in the background there
are no personal belongings like family
photos, hints about where he lives or
personal information like his school or
address.

Unsafe

Take a silly and embarrassing photo and
share it with his friends on an app which
says it will delete it once it has been
viewed.

Even if his photo is deleted quickly, other
people can still share it and make
copies. If that happens, he should tell a
trusted adult as they will be able to help
him.

Share a video of Selfie playing a song. He
wants to share it on Selfie’s page. Only
people they know offline, like friends at
school and family, will be able to see it.

Safe

Take a photo of himself and Sam in their
school uniform. He wants to share it on
an app where anyone can see it.

Unsafe

This can be a fun thing to do as it is only
with people they know and trust offline.
Alfie should ask Sam and Ellie’s
permission first to check that they are
happy with him sharing the video.

If someone takes a photo or video, they
should make sure that in the
background there are no personal
belongings like family photos, hints about
where they live or personal information
like their school or address.
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